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1: SAP Library - Implementation Guide for R/3 Customizing (IMG)
SAP Materials Management MM is a part of Logistics area and helps to manage the procurement activity of an
organization from procurement. It supports all aspects of material management planning,controletc.

By using the XK01 transaction code the user can successfully link the document with the vendor master record
or by utilizing the following menu path: Lister below the following special procurement types available in the
SAP System: The user must make the payments to the vendor, only when goods are withdrawn from his store.
Please follow the steps below: Go to mm02 t. User can Search it via Company code and Valuation area. Data
archiving removes mass data which is no longer required by the system but that still should be available for
reporting from the database. The stock population is known as the total of all stock management units which
are encompassed in an inventory sampling. All these stock management units are exclusively defined through
the allocation of the stock management levels to a given inventory sampling. As a result of this, the stock
population is also defined when the user allocates the level of the stock management. The user can try to
create a new movement type with reference to movement type. The user can modify the description in the In
the user field by customizing SPRO and appended a search help to it. If the user modifies the material type in
MMAM transaction, then automatically the valuation class will be altered in the material master. The system
will accept the changed material type valuation class which was initially created for that material type.
Subcontracting is defined as one of the procurement processes available in MM. In this process, the
components are shared with the vendor for getting the final product. The material which must be produced by
the vendor can be ordered as a subcontract item in a purchase requisition, purchase order, or scheduling
agreement. Each of the subcontract item has one or more sub-items which contains the individual components
the vendor is required to perform the subcontract work or value-added service. We recommend you to get an
updated invoice in which the cost of Nut Bolt and Gasket etc. Thereby, you can either alter the PO price as per
that price or make the invoice accordingly. Assume we are creating movement type Goods issue for a network
Please follow the steps below: RTP Returnable Transport Packaging is referred to a multi-trip packaging
medium for instance, containers or pallets through which the goods can be transported multiple times between
customers and vendors. Returnable transport packaging from a vendor which is stored at a place on your
premises is treated as a special stock and is clearly assigned as a belonging to the vendor. A quantity of
returnable transport packaging can be entered at goods receipt for a purchase order, as listed below: On the
initial screen please enters the movement type and also the order number or the selection criteria for the
purchase order. Now please select and copy the required items. A popup window will appear, Please enter the
movement type and the special stock indicator e. Now please enters the returnable transport packaging items.
At last, post the goods movement. A transfer posting of RTP stock between two storage locations is entered as
listed below: Now enter data to the initial screen: Now give the plant and the issuing storage location. Give
vendor and the receiving storage location on the next screen. Please enter all the items. A goods receipt was
posted for a purchase order. You then want to make other changes in the purchase order. What may be
changed? If follow-on documents already exist for a purchase order, changing The purchase requisition is not
m Implement and the related s that it contains, unless - depending on your Support Package level - they have
already bee How can I extend all material to a new plant? How can we delete materials permanently from
Material mast How can we track requisitions that have the deletion indicator set? Can we track the date in
which the deletion indicator was set? How is the tax code determined in purchase orders? In the standard
system, the system considers the following sources for the tax code in this sequence: BAPIs for goods
movementsQ1: You can refer the change document tables cdpos and cdhdr. In which business transactions can
serial numbers be included? What should be done when differences exist between the existing serial nu
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2: SAP MM Interview Questions and Answers
Get the most out of your Materials Management implementation with this updated, comprehensive guide to configuration
and functionality. Whether you work with SAP MM or with peripheral SAP applications, you'll learn the ins and outs of
materials management in SAP ERP, from goods receipt and invoice verification to early warning systems and special
procurement types.

SAP Navigation 6 a. Standard Toolbar Icons c. New Session Icon e. Overview of Materials Management 10 4.
Procurement Process 10 5. Organization Structure 11 a. SAP Implementation Guide b. Menu path for MM
Configuration 6. Enterprise Structure in Materials Management 12 7. Defining Organizational Structure 15 a.
Create Storage Location c. Create Purchasing Organization d. Create Purchasing Group 8. Assignment of
Organizational Units 32 9. Master Data 37 a. Procurement Cycle 55 a. Purchase Requisition 75 a. Create
Purchase Requisition b. Convert Purchase Requisition to Purchase Order Request for Quotation 84 Page:
Purchase Order Types a. Onetime Material Order d. Service Entry Sheet e. Inventory Management Invoice
Verification a. Posting of Invoice b. Material Number Output iii. Conclusion and Credits Page: Five German
Engineers founded it in SAP has several modules, each of which represents a business-process. Modules are
usually abbreviated for the business process they represent. All together there are some nineteen core modules.
These modules are highly integrated in real-time, which means, that if information is shared between modules
then the data is entered only once. This reduces the chances of error arising from repetitive entry and also
reduces the man-hours. Managers and decision makers always have information at their fingertips and this
helps them in effective decision making. SAP has been around for nearly four decades. There are well over 10
million SAP users worldwide and jobs keep popping up all around the world. SAP is usually implemented in
phases. The first phase is when organizational structure and accounting components are configured, tested and
then taken live. Gradually more modules are turned on. MM Course The purpose of this book is to learn
step-by-step general configuration methods for the MM module which has always been the backbone of
Logistics. The course is built on menu path navigation of the Implementation Guide IMG and the application
area. The training course combines classroom theory of SAP technology with hands-on practice. LearnSAP
strives to evolve with the marketplace, delivering skills-based education that is sensitive to market needs and
convenient to students. Our goal is to help people develop into employees who are equipped to meet the
challenges of a marketplace where change is the one constant. On changing the password, the copyright
information appears when you login for the first time, click on enter key here and you will be logged in the
SAP System. The Menu bar is the top line of any dialog window in the SAP system. Standard functions that
are available in displayed in this toolbar. The applications like save, top of page, end of page, page up, page
down, print, etc. Application specific menu options are available on this toolbar. To start a business
application without having to navigate through the menu transaction codes are assigned to the business
processes. Transaction codes are entered in the command field to directly start the application. There are
several ways of login off from the system: Materials Management deals with managing the materials products
and or services resources of an organization with the aim of increasing productivity, reducing costs and
increase optimization and at the same time be flexible to accommodate changes. SAP Materials Management
MM is a part of Logistics area and helps to manage the procurement activity of an organization from
procurement process, inventory management, invoice verification and material planning. Is a process of
acquiring goods and or services in the right amount, at the right price at the right time. Procurement can refer
not only to buying of goods and or service, it also can include outsourcing. Procurement process generally
starts when there is a Demand or Request for a Material or services. Vendor Selection is the next step after
receiving the quotes from the vendors. Negotiating the terms and conditions. Organizational Structure is also
referred to as Enterprise Structure. Enterprise Structure is made up of Organizational Units and have to be
defined and each of the unit has a relationship to one another and this relationship has to be created by way of
assignment. The creation and assignment of organizational units is done in Customizing of Enterprise
structure. Configuration uses the inherent flexibility of the enterprise software to add fields, change field
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names, modify drop-down lists, or add buttons. Configurations are made using powerful built-in tool sets.
Customization involves code changes to create functionality that is not available through configuration.
Customization can be costly and can complicate future upgrades to the software because the code changes
may not easily migrate to the new version. Wherever possible avoid customization by using configuration to
meet the goals SAP Implementation Guide: Company Code represents an independent accounting unit within
a client. Each company code has its own balance sheet and its own profit and loss statement. Operational unit
within a company code. This level contains the data specific to a storage location. Stock levels are an example
of the data maintained for each storage location. An organizational unit responsible for procuring materials or
services for one or more plants and for negotiating general conditions of purchase with vendors. The
purchasing organization assumes legal responsibility for all external purchase transactions. The purchasing
organization is further subdivided into purchasing groups buyer groups , which are responsible for day-to-day
buying activities. A purchasing group can also act for several purchasing organizations Page: Click on Enter
and then click on Save. You will be asked to reconfirm the address. Click on Enter again to confirm the
address. A Customizing Request will be prompted. Note down the Request Number and henceforth use this
request number to save all your configurations. On the next screen pop-up Enter the following information:
Customizing request will be prompted, select your own and click on Enter Accept all messages if any by
clicking on enter. The reason for these storage locations being associated with the plant created, is due to the
step in definition of the plant, where we copied the associated tables for our plant from a standard SAP plant
All the Storage Locations assigned to plant get copied over. Select all the storage locations that you do not
need and delete them for your own plant VV You can also create new storage locations. The data will be
saved. Click on green back arrow twice to go back to the main IMG screen.
3: SAP MM - Organization Structure
The SIMG_ALL structure is the library that contains all sections for implementing the various components (for example,
Materials Management, Sales & Distribution, Financial Accounting).

4: SAP MM (Material Management) Training Tutorial
Sap Implementation Guide For Materials Management Document for Sap Implementation Guide For Materials
Management is available in various format such as PDF, DOC and ePUB which you can.

5: PO Customizing - Supplier Relationship Management - SCN Wiki
SAP Materials Management (MM) is a part of Logistics area and helps to manage the procurement activity of an
organization from procurement process, inventory management, invoice verification and material planning.

6: SAP MM (Materials Management): Purchasing | How-To Guide - by SAP PRESS
Get the most out of your Materials Management implementation with this updated, comprehensive guide to configuration
and functionality. Whether you work with SAP MM or with peripheral SAP applications, you'll learn the ins and outs of
materials management in SAP .

7: SAP ERP Materials Management | Community Topics
Show TOC Implementation Guide for R/3 Customizing (IMG) The IMG (Implementation Guide for R/3 Customizing) Lists
all actions required for implementing the SAP System.

8: Complete MM Configuration Guide
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Define Attributes of Material TypesMenu path Implementation Guide for R/3 Customizing (IMG) â†’ Logistics - General
Material Master Basic Settings Material Types Define Attributes of Material TypesTransaction OMS2CodeConfiguratio
Material type is analogous to the family of a material master; all the importantn attributes of a material are.

9: Setup of Enterprise Structure for Materials Management | SAP Blogs
In SPRO -> SAP Consulting Implementation Guide -> Enterprise Structure -> Definition -> Financial Accounting ->
Define company. add new entries and enter the necessary details for the company Now the company is created which
defines a large group of companies.
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